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Company Profile 
 

History: 
Good Star Company, headquartered in Sialkot, Pakistan, has been a family owned 
business since 1984. Started by Muhammad Gulzar. 
Initially started as Sports Gloves Manufacture, due to high quality products & nice 
workmanship some customers demanded sports clothing in year 2005 which was a 
challenge for GOOD STAR CO to produce and maintain quality of the new products but 
with the passion for quality work & strict production controls GOOD STAR CO succeeded 
in its aim and since than GOOD STAR CO producing top quality sports clothing for our 
customer around the world. 
 

 

Industry Experience: 
GOOD STAR CO has served a lot of international small to medium range of brands since 
1984. We are capable to deal with any kind of sports clothing with the help of personal 
experiences & highly skilled workers. 
 

 

Product Range: 
GOOD STAR CO specializes in the volume production of sports clothing. Our 
comprehensive product range, which continues to grow through research and 
development initiatives, includes: 
 

 Cycling Clothing 

 Compression Clothing 

 Triathlon Clothing 

 Yoga Wear 

 Running Wear 

 Rash Guard Clothing 



 Swim Wear 

 Fitness Wear 

 Rowing Wear 

 Rain Wear 

 Sports Gloves 

 & More 
 

 

Production Capacity: 
GOOD STAR CO is fully equipped with latest machinery to meet the modern era 
requirements. We have enough machinery to produce more than 100,000 Pcs per 
month. 
 

 

Complete Control: 
Since 1984, GOOD STAR CO has been operating independently. With all facilities on site 
we are able to successfully maintain complete control of customer service, products 
production, printing, finishing & packaging. 
 
By maintaining all the points mentioned above we are confident that we are ready to 
handle any customer/brand who is interested to work with us & on our part, the best 
quality and best service will be our first priority. 
 
 
Best Regards, 
Managing Partner, 
Mohammad Gulzar. 
GOOD STAR CO 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


